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ABSTRACT

There is great need for courseware description language, which would allow describing
computer courseware in an implementation-independent manner. This would allow to study
courseware design before implementation, systematically introduce design methods based on
learning/instruction theory, separate knowledge entities from instruction/interaction
framework and thus enable to use the same knowledge entities with different modes
learning/instruction (presentation, assessment)and enable to re-use both the knowledge
objects with different learning/instruction frameworks and instruction shells with different
subject domain knowledge.
INTRODUCTION

The use of computer courseware, Computer-Based Training (CBT), Computer-Assisted
Learning (CAL) etc is rapidly increasing. In 1997, CBT accounted for 15% of total training
effort of American business, government, and education institutions (from all questioned
organisat~~nsin USA)i and CBT market was witnessing a 38% annual growth; already in the
next yearll, average percentage of training effort delivered via CD-ROM or LAN-based CBT
was estimated 23% and 80% of respondentssaid this type of training delivery was growing in
their organisations. On university levefii, percentage of classroom and online delivery is
expected to be equal by year 2000.
Thus more and more trainers, teachers, university professors get involved in creating
computer courseware. Quite often courseware created in one university or for training needs
of enterprise remains in this university or enterprise, i.e. the distribution level of courseware is
very low. Courseware designers learn best from existing examples, but if those examples are
not distributed, they also do not help to raise the general design level. Creation of computer
courseware is still very implementation-dependent and very labour intensive: "... computerbased multimedia interactive instruction, is too labour intensive usually requiring more than
300 hours of development for a single hour of instruction"iv One of reasons for is uniqueness
of every implementation, currently re-use of successfuldesigns is at very low level.
Evaluation of courseware only after implementation has also other weaknesses. Even when
courseware is reviewed or shown on exhibitions, quite often "cool" multimedia features and
visual effects are considered far more than systematic, based on learning/instruction theory
design.
To discuss design virtues and to help distributing and re-use of successful designs there
should be methods for formal description of courseware, its content and user interactions.
Such descriptions allow to pre-program courseware shells and thus allows subject matter
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experts to design effective computer-based,interactive multimedia without requiring them to
have extensive training in instructional design or authoring systems.
Currently, most often the courseware design is described using text-based storyboards. There
are several problems with such informal descriptions. They are
.often
implementation-dependent, e.g. in the above description: "window", "viewer",
"highlighted" (some authoring/implementation environment may not allow these
constructs); therefore implementation in different computing/operating environments
becomes very difficult;
.leave
many things ambiguous or are too specific -what is "panel to the left" and why the
"left" is better than "right", "below" or "upper"?
.are
(in most cases) topic-specific, i.e. can not be re-used for teaching/explaining other
similar tasks;
.the
purely descriptive (what happens on screen at run-time) representation does not allow
distinction between instruction/teaching style (i.e. user interactions) and exposed data
(knowledge objects), what makes it nearly impossible to check soundness of design
according some learning/instruction theory; this also often results in cognitively difficult
to understand screen and interaction designs and makes very difficult collaborative
authoring, which is very desirable because of labour-intensity of courseware design and
implementation).
Thus storyboard-style informal and implementation-dependent descriptions do not allow
evaluate courseware design before implementation, compare different design decisions and
re-use successive designs. It is very difficult to base design on some established
learning/instruction theory, since it is very difficult to understand in the above description,
which decisions were made becauseof theory predictions and which because designer thought
this to be "cool". It does not provide guidance for interaction design and does not specify an
adequate syntax for knowledge representation and is therefore not adequate for computerbased interactive instructional multimedia development. With the storyboard method, every
courseware application can basically be adequately evaluated only after it has been
implemented. But after implementation, implementation features (visual appeal, "cool"
multimedia tricks and other implementation features) often "screen off' theory virtues, hinder
evaluation of instructional value of design. The situation is somewhat similar to the famous
"no significant difference" discussion about value of different media in instruction v. There is
abundanceof learning theories, e.g. vi provides overview of 50 learning theories, but it is very
difficult to evaluate value of any theory using some already implemented courseware.
Hopefully virtues of theory, level of application of a theory etc can be better evaluated using a
formal description of a courseware.
PRINCIPLES OF COURSEWARE DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE

The proposed formalism for courseware description should allow to describe courseware on
implementation-independent level, so that the visual design, "cool" multimedia/technical
tricks can not influence evaluation of the design, only some implementation guidelines are
provided. It should be possible to consider basic features of design: subject domain
knowledge representation and quality of instructional interactions (instructional design)
before any implementation; it should also be possible to re-use successive elements of design
or re-implement courseware (e.g. when there appear new multimedia technologies).

I

The main target of this proposed method is description of possible interactions. This allows
implement instructional methods, proposed by learning theoriesviiviii
The description should make it possible to describe and classify semantically different
interactions. Interactivity is one of the worst understood features of any softwareix,xand often
causes conceptual difficulties in understanding intended functionality of courseware. The
formalism should allow to describe interaction structure of a courseware application and to
classify different types of interactions -navigation, providing further (deeper) explanations,
providing parallel (using a different media or language level) explanations, implementing a
prescriptions of a learning/instruction theory for different instruction modes (presentation,
exploration, practice) etc.
Interactive multimedia courseware has complicated structure. Courseware is a special case of
interactive hypermedia, and all interactive hypermedia applications have at least these three
"inner" structuresxi, xii:
.conceptual

structure of the subject matter

.material
organisation (presentation) structure; in courseware the presentation should
correspond to Instruction (learning) Theory.
.appearance -user interface (visual design), "cool" multimedia tricks.
The proposed formalism is based this observation and targeted to describe the first two levels;
only some guidelines are given for implementation (implementation level also changes most
rapidly). Conceptual structure of subject matter corresponds to database of so-called
knowledge objects and the presentation structure should be based on some
learning/instructional theory. Unfortunately, there are quite many theories (aimed for different
types of learning/instruction); of all learning/instruction theories, the presented method seems
to be most close to principles of the Instructional Design Theory of M.D. MerrilPv:
."subject matter is data and as data it can be uncoupled from the instructional strategy used
to teach this subject matter"xiii
."there is a number of different kinds of instructional transactions and the same data
(knowledge objects) can be used with different instructional transactions, and the same
instructional transactions can be used with different data (knowledge objects)"
Thus the main difference of courseware (compared to arbitrary hypertext) is that there are (at
least) two type of links (user interactions).
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